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ABSTRACT: Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography (13.5 nm) is the
newest technology that allows high-throughput fabrication of electronic
circuitry in the sub-20 nm scale. It is commonly assumed that low-energy
electrons (LEEs) generated in the resist materials by EUV photons are mostly
responsible for the solubility switch that leads to nanopattern formation. Yet,
reliable quantitative information on this electron-induced process is scarce. In
this work, we combine LEE microscopy (LEEM), electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study changes
induced by electrons in the 0−40 eV range in thin films of a state-of-the-art
molecular organometallic EUV resist known as tin-oxo cage. LEEM−EELS
uniquely allows to correct for surface charging and thus to accurately determine the electron landing energy. AFM postexposure
analyses revealed that irradiation of the resist with LEEs leads to the densification of the resist layer because of carbon loss.
Remarkably, electrons with energies as low as 1.2 eV can induce chemical reactions in the Sn-based resist. Electrons with higher
energies are expected to cause electronic excitation or ionization, opening up more pathways to enhanced conversion. However, we
do not observe a substantial increase of chemical conversion (densification) with the electron energy increase in the 2−40 eV range.
Based on the dose-dependent thickness profiles, a simplified reaction model is proposed where the resist undergoes sequential
chemical reactions, first yielding a sparsely cross-linked network and then a more densely cross-linked network. This model allows us
to estimate a maximum reaction volume on the initial material of 0.15 nm3 per incident electron in the energy range studied, which
means that about 10 LEEs per molecule on average are needed to turn the material insoluble and thus render a pattern. Our
observations are consistent with the observed EUV sensitivity of tin-oxo cages.
KEYWORDS: low-energy electron microscopy, electron energy loss spectroscopy, patterning, electron-induced chemistry,
inorganic EUV resist

■ INTRODUCTION

As the miniaturization of electronic components in computer
chips continues, novel nanopatterning technologies are
necessary to attain a cost-effective high-volume manufactur-
ing.1 Among all nanopatterning approaches, extreme ultraviolet
lithography (EUVL) is the most promising candidate to reach
the targeted sub-20 nm resolution by employing a much
shorter wavelength (13.5 nm) than it is used in current deep
UV (DUV) lithography (193 nm).2 One of the biggest
challenges in the establishment of EUVL in the semiconductor
industry lies in the interaction of the high-energy (92 eV) EUV
radiation with the photoresist material. Conventional polymer-
based photoresists designed for DUV lithography offer
relatively low EUV photon absorption, which limits their
performance.3 Therefore, the search for new materials that can
absorb an optimal amount of EUV light and render high-
quality nanopatterns is essential for EUVL technology.4−6

Among the variety of materials that are being investigated
for EUVL applications, metal−organic materials, also called
inorganic resists, are considered the most promising. Their

main advantage is that the incorporation of metallic elements
enhances EUV absorptivity.7 In particular, Sn-containing
materials have attracted much attention as they can yield
nanopatterns at relatively low doses.8−10 Yet, a lack of detailed
understanding of the chemical processes occurring upon the
absorption of EUV photons hinders the rational design of
efficient resists. When an EUV photon is absorbed by the
resist, primary and secondary electrons (SEs) with energies in
the 0−80 eV range are produced.11,12 These electrons play a
central role in the chemical transformations that photoresists
undergo. Specifically, they can induce molecular bond
scissions,13,14 which change the photoresist structure and
thus its solubility properties, thereby enabling pattern
formation.11,15−21 However, very few studies of the electron
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energy dependence of these processes have been performed up
to date.15,17,22−24

Gaining knowledge on which electrons induce more
significant changes in EUV photoresists is of high relevance
both from a fundamental and an applied point of view. Mainly,
the efficiency of electron-induced reactions contributes to the
overall sensitivity of the photoresists.18,19 At the same time, the
so-called electron blur in the final nanopatternthe maximum
distance away from the photon absorption point where
electrons induce solubility changesdepends on the electron
mean free path.25 Accurate experimental values for the mean
free paths of electrons below 100 eV are scarce, and only
recently, it has been experimentally shown that they strongly
depend on electron energy and on the material.26 Under-
standing interactions of low-energy electrons (LEEs) with
photoresist materials and the energy dependence of those
interactions thus presents an essential contribution to estimate,
and eventually control, the efficiency of the photoresist as well
as their lateral blur in the nanopatterns.
In the present work, we use LEE microscopy (LEEM) to

expose thin films of a Sn-based EUV resist with LEEs within
the 0−40 eV energy range, which is representative of the SE
generated upon EUVL. We use electron energy loss spectros-
copy (EELS) to determine with accuracy the energies of the
electrons that impinge the photoresist, correcting for surface
charging effects that result from the poorly conducting
character of the material. Next, using atomic force microscopy
(AFM), we study the electron-induced structural changes as a
function of electron energy and exposure dose and relate them
to the changes in the solubility properties of the material.
These experiments allow us to estimate the average reaction
volume per incident electron as a function of electron energy.
Similarly, we estimate a “chemical efficiency” of LEEs in the
0−40 eV range in terms of number of electrons needed per
molecule to render the material insoluble.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We study films of tin-oxo cages, a molecular material referred
to as TinOH, where OH stands for the two hydroxyl
counterions27,28 (Figure 1a). This compound is a Sn-
containing material that has proven to be a promising EUV
resist.8,10,29,30 The mechanism responsible for the solubility
change of TinOH promoted by EUV photons was proposed in
previous works.8−10,31 Here, we investigate how LEEs directly
induce changes in the solubility properties of this material as a
function of electron energy and dose within a relevant energy
window for EUVL (0−40 eV).15,32−34 The design of our
LEEM experimental setup allows us to evaluate the effect of
LEEs on the photoresist using in situ and ex situ approaches.
In the in situ approach, the interaction of LEEs with the
photoresist is monitored using LEEM-based EELS (Figure 1b).
The ex situ approach consists of exposure to LEEs, followed by
AFM analysis both before and after a development step is
applied to the resist layer (Figure 1c,d).

In Situ EELS Experiments: Surface Charging. When a
poorly conducting resist layer is exposed to LEEs, the resulting
surface charging can severely affect the electron/resist
interaction energy. This phenomenon has been studied in
thin films of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)35 and is crucial
for an accurate understanding of the electron exposure
experiments. To quantify the dynamic charging effects in the
present experiment, EELS spectra were recorded during the
electron exposure of different primary electron beam energies
(E0) in the 0−40 eV range. E0 is defined as the potential
difference between the electron gun (−15 keV) and the
potential applied to the sample (Vs), corrected by the work
function difference ΔΦ between the electron emitter and the
sample (E0 = −15 keV + eVs + ΔΦ). In ref 36, we have shown
that the width of the EELS spectrum, that is, the difference
between the zero-loss peak and the SE cutoff, provides a direct
measurement of the electron landing energy (Eland), that is, the
actual energy that the electrons have when they reach the
surface of the sample. Given that TinOH is a poorly

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the tin-oxo cage compound with hydroxide counterions (TinOH). (b) Example of a transient EELS spectrum
during electron exposure. (c,d) Inspection by AFM of electron-induced changes in a thin film (20 nm) of TinOH exposed to electrons of Eland =
15.8 eV and an exposure dose of 12 mC/cm2 in LEEM. (c) The exposed area is clearly visible in the AFM image on the “as-exposed” film before
development. The difference in thickness between exposed and unexposed areas is shown below in the profile line scan along the red dashed line.
(d) AFM image of the same area shown in (c) after development. The thickness of the insoluble material left after development is shown below as a
height profile line scan along the blue dashed line.
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conducting material, Eland is in general not equal to E0 because
of charging effects. Hence, we use the width of the EELS
spectrum during exposure (Figure 1b) in these experiments to
determine Eland, the true interaction energy.
To do so, for each particular setting of E0, the time evolution

of the EELS spectrum was recorded during electron exposure
up to a dose of 56 mC/cm2. Examples of such measurements
are shown in Figures 1b and 2a−c, which display the energy

distribution of the electrons reflected and emitted by the
sample as a function of exposure dose at a constant value of E0.
The y-axis thus corresponds to an energy-“loss” scalethe
width of the EELS spectra that gives Eland, and the x-axis to
the dose, which is proportional to the exposure time, that is,
dose = time × current density (Figures 1b and 2a−c).
In Figure 2, it can be observed that three surface charging

regimes can be distinguished in three different ranges of E0. In
the green area of Figure 2d (E0 = 0−7 eV, Eland ≈ 0), the
photoresist surface is charged negatively37 and repels all

incident electrons so that only the zero-loss peak is observed in
the EELS spectrum (Figure 2a). In the blue area (E0 = 7−19
eV, 0 < Eland < E0 < E1 = 20 eV), the negative charge decreases
because of increasing SE emission, and incoming electrons
interact with the sample with energy Eland. In the red area (Eland
> E0 > E1 = 20 eV), SE emission coefficient is greater than
unity and surface charging is positive. As a consequence, Eland is
higher than E0. Chemical changes on the sample induced by
the electrons lead to a decrease of the secondary emission
coefficient (i.e., increase in E1) over time (dose) as well as to a
slight increase in the normalized conductance (g0) of the film
(see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). This induces a
shift in Eland during exposure, which is represented by arrows in
Figure 2d. The increase of E1 with exposure leads to a shift of
the blue/red boundary to higher values of E0, and a decrease of
the SE emission coefficient leads to a value below 1 after a
certain dose, which is accompanied by a sudden drop from
Eland > E0 > E1 to Eland < E0 < E1 (Figure 2c), represented with
the dashed arrows in Figure 2d. These observations are in
agreement with previous results on PMMA and can be
quantitatively described by a so-called catastrophe theory.35

The black S-shaped curve in Figure 2d is a fit to the zero-
exposure data based on this theory. More details about the
theory and the evolution of the S-curve with electron exposure
dose can be found in ref 35.
In the rest of this work, we will use the measured Eland values

(Figure 2d) to define the energy of the incident electrons.
Ex Situ AFM Analysis: Electron-Induced Densification

and Solubility Changes. Postexposure AFM inspection was
used to monitor changes in the resist film thickness induced by
electrons of different energies and at different doses, as well as
for detecting changes in the solubility properties of the resist.
For the latter purpose, the sample was immersed in a developer
(2-heptanone/water mixture) that selectively dissolves the
starting material but not the products formed upon exposure.15

Examples of AFM images recorded before (“as-exposed”) and
after development (“developed”) are shown in Figure 1c,d,
respectively. In the “as-exposed” sample (Figure 1c), the dark
ellipse reveals that the irradiated area undergoes a substantial
thickness decrease (densification) with respect to the
surrounding nonirradiated area. After development, the
unexposed resist is washed away, leaving behind only the
exposed areas that have turned insoluble because of electron-
induced chemistry (Figure 1d). To quantify the densification
and the amount of the insoluble material, the film thickness of
the same exposed areas is measured before and after
development by means of AFM and is plotted as a function
of electron energy and dose in Figure 3.
The thickness of the exposed areas (“as-exposed”)

significantly decreases with increasing electron dose and
energy (Figure 3a,b). Given the low electron energy and
current density, we dismiss beam-induced, direct evaporation
of whole molecules as the origin of thickness loss and attribute
it to a densification of the resist layer as a result of electron-
induced chemical reactions. Such a densification has also been
observed in layers of this material upon EUV exposure when
they are exposed beyond the dose that renders the whole thin
film insoluble.29

At each given dose, the film thickness decreases to the same
value for all electrons with Eland > 2 eV (Figure 3a), which
indicates that the densification induced by electrons in the 4−
36 eV range is rather similar. Yet, the densification increases
with the dose, reaching a maximum value at the highest dose

Figure 2. Effect of photoresist surface charging during electron
exposure on Eland measured by LEEM-EELS. (a−c) EELS spectra
recorded during the exposure of 20 nm thick TinOH films to E0 = 7
(a), 16 (b), and 26 eV (c). (d) Dependence of the measured Eland on
E0 (I0 = 0.017 nA/μm2). White-filled circles represent the Eland values
at dose = 0 in (a−c). The solid line plots the fit of the experimental
result using the cusp catastrophe equation developed in ref 35 for
normalized conductance, g0 = 0.01055, and E1 = 20.5 eV, where E1 is
the energy at which SE emission equals the incident electron flux. The
arrows indicate the evolution of Eland with increasing dose at each E0:
blue arrows for gradual shifts and dashed arrows for abrupt drops of
Eland as the SE emission coefficient switches from >1 to <1. The
dashed red ellipse highlights the E0 energies where Eland fluctuates
around zero.
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used in our experiments, 48 mC/cm2. The evolution of
densification is even clearer when thickness is plotted as a
function of dose at a given Eland (Figure 3c). It appears that
electrons of 0−1.4 eV in the measured dose range do not yield
as much densification. Yet, it should be noticed that in the
onset region where Eland starts to deviate from zero (red dashed
circle in Figure 2d), relatively small (10−20%) fluctuations in
the incident electron current during electron exposure will
have the effect of Eland fluctuating around zero. Therefore, only
a fraction of the incident electrons impinges on the sample and
the actual dose on the material is lower than intended. Thus,
the resist reactivity appears to be reduced. Unfortunately, it is
not possible at present to measure the exact dose reduction in
this narrow energy window. For Eland > ∼2 eV, this effect no
longer occurs, and the exposure dose is unambiguous.
The thickness evolution due to electron exposure observed

in the “as-exposed” films (Figure 3a,b) is mirrored in its
“developed” version (Figure 3c,d). During development, the
unexposed material is washed away, whereas the material in the
irradiated areas remains, in line with the negative tone behavior
previously reported for this resist.10,29,30 This shows that the
chemical changes that lead to thickness shrinking are also
responsible for changes in the solubility of the material. As for
the “as-exposed” sample, for Eland > 2, the remaining thickness
after development (Figure 3c) does not vary significantly with
the energy increase for a given dose. However, the layer
thickness decreases with increasing doses, reflecting the
densification trends already observed in the undeveloped
material.
In Figure 3d, the plots of the remaining “developed”

thickness as a function of dose resemble the contrast curves
commonly used in photolithography to evaluate resists
sensitivity.29 There, the minimum dose of light of a specific
wavelength necessary to induce a solubility switch (from
soluble to insoluble in the case of a negative tone resist) can be
determined from the onset of the curve. In the present curves,

the dose onset is below 3 mC/cm2 in all cases. Importantly,
even very LEEs (1.2 eV electrons) can already induce chemical
reactions that yield changes in the solubility properties of the
material.
For all curves resulting from exposure to electrons with Eland

≥ 2 eV, a maximum thickness value is reached at the lowest
dose (3 mC/cm2) before decreasing to an almost constant
value for doses above 24 mC/cm2. Such a profile indicates that
at low doses, an insoluble product with a relatively low degree
of densification is formed, which keeps reacting and densifying
as the electron dose is increased. It is known that exposure of
TinOH to DUV photons leads to Sn−C bond cleavage, which
yields volatile products derived from butyl chains that outgas
from the film.8 Also, butyl fragments have been detected in
electron-induced desorption experiments performed on similar
Sn oxo cages with 80 eV electrons.38 Because the butyl chains
represent up to a ∼70% of the molecule volume27 (see Figure
S3 in the Supporting Information), the cleavage of butyl chains
necessarily renders a significant decrease of film thickness. As a
reference, a complete transformation of the TinOH film
(density in the crystalline form 1.84 g/cm3, giving a molar
volume of 1341.6 cm3/mol) to pure SnO2 (density in the
crystalline form 6.95 g/cm3, giving a molar volume of 38.8
cm3/mol) would lead to a compaction of ∼65%, that is, from
20 to 7 nm. Hence, we attribute the observed “as-exposed”
densification to carbon-loss reactions. In addition, for similar
Sn-based materials, it has been proposed that the Sn−C bond
cleavage yields active Sn sites prone to form bonds with
neighboring activated sites. This leads to the subsequent
aggregation of the inorganic clusters and the creation of an
insoluble network.21 Given that TinOH has 12 carbon chains
per molecule, we expect a gradual butyl cleavage and cross-
linking of the inorganic residues with increasing EUV or LEE
irradiation, resulting in an increasingly denser material. In
addition, other reactions involving Sn−O bond cleavage might

Figure 3. Thickness measured on a 20 nm thick TinOH resist layer exposed to LEEs (I0 = 0.017 nA/μm2) as a function of electron energy (Eland)
before development, i.e., displaying the layer compression (a) and zoomed-in plot (b); after development, i.e., displaying the thickness of the
insoluble layer that remains (d) and zoomed-in plot (e); and as a function of dose for some selected energies before (c) and after (f) development.
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also occur to a certain extent, which would also have an impact
on the densification of the material.
In order to relate the thickness curves in Figure 3 to

chemical changes, we simplify this complex process of
reactions in a model where two types of products (materials
B and C) with different densities are formed in sequence from
the original TinOH (material A), that is, through consecutive
reactions A → B → C.
As schematically shown in Figure 4, upon electron exposure,

the initial resist material A transforms first into an insoluble
product B with higher density than A because of few butyl-
chain cleavage events, loss of the carbon chain by desorption,
and cross-linking among the few molecular units through the
“activated” Sn sites (the ones that underwent Sn−C bond
cleavage). Product B thus represents the mixture of relatively
low-weight oligomers that are cross-linked to a low degree.
The A → B reaction requires low doses and the subsequent
electrons can promote further carbon loss and aggregation of
the inorganic units, leading to the B → C evolution, where C
has an even denser structure (Figure 4b). Product C in this
model thus represents a network with a high degree of cross-
linking among the Sn-containing core units and with a low
carbon content. This transformation of the material with the
dose results in a 9% increase of the material conductance (g0)
deduced from the fitting of the S-curves that result from
surface charging evolution charging over dose (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information).
For very LEEs (1.2 and 1.6 eV), the number of electrons

that reach the resist at the given incident doses is not sufficient
to transform all initial material A to the insoluble B or C and a
mixture of mainly A + B is formed in the exposed areas. This is
the same behavior observed in photoresists when the photon
dose applied is not sufficient for a full conversion of the initial
material into insoluble material.39,40 In this underexposed
regime, the thickness of the exposed film is reduced in the
development step because the remaining material A is
dissolved (Figure 4a).
The fraction of unreacted material A left in the exposed

areas can thus be calculated by comparing the thickness of the
film after compression (cf. “as exposed” in Figure 3c), which is
a mixture of A and B, and the thickness remaining after
development (cf. “developed” in Figure 3f), which consists
only of the insoluble material (B at lower doses and C at

higher doses). Figure 5a shows the thickness lost during
development as a function of exposure dose for some selected

electron energies. It thus plots the conversion of the starting
material A as a function of electron dose for the different
energies. It can be observed that a 3 mC/cm2 dose of electrons
with an energy of 2 eV is already sufficient to transform the
layer of the initial material into the insoluble mixture that we
identify as B. This dose, corresponding to an energy dose of 9
mJ/cm2, is in the range of dose needed to transform the whole
thickness of the material (D100) when using EUV light: for a 40
nm film, ca. 50 mJ/cm2 of EUV incident dose are required,29

from which 38% is absorbed,41 that is, ca. 19 mJ/cm2.
A likely mechanism leading to carbon-chain loss in TinOH is

electron capture, followed by the decomposition of the radical
anion formed. This process, known as dissociative electron

Figure 4. Scheme representing the densification of the TinOH material A. (a) Unexposed resist is removed completely during the development.
(b) For electron exposure with Eland < 2 eV, only a small fraction of electrons impinging on the surface reach the material and only low conversion
is attained. (c) For Eland > 2 eV, as the incident (inc.) dose increases, consecutive reactions yield the insoluble products B (denser than A) and C
(denser than B). (d) Schematic representation of the initial TinOH molecular material A and of the two insoluble networks B and C. Blue ellipses
represent the Sn-based inorganic core and orange bars the butyl chains.

Figure 5. (a) Thickness of starting material A (noncross-linked
TinOH) dissolved in the development step for each dose of electrons
of different energies (Eland). (b) Effective reacted volume per
impinging electron (continuous line) and the number of incident
electrons per reacted molecule (dashed lines) estimated for every
exposure dose to electrons of selected energies.
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attachment, can be promoted by electrons of very low kinetic
energies of the added electron, sometimes even 0 eV,13,14,42−44

and is likely to occur in metal−carbon bonds42−44 like Sn−C38

in TinOH. Molecular quantum chemical calculations (see the
Supporting Information) support the notion that the radical
anion formed after one electron gain is not stable. The Sn−C
bond dissociation energy for this species is predicted to be only
0.4 eV by density functional theory (DFT) calculation (B3LYP
functional, Def2TZVP//LANL2DZ basis sets), much smaller
than for the neutral molecule (predicted 2.3 eV, experimental
for organotin compounds ∼2.5 eV).45

While very LEEs can decompose TinOH via electron
attachment, electrons with higher kinetic energies can promote
other mechanisms. Electrons that can transfer >5 eV can bring
the tin cage molecules to their electronically excited states, and,
at energies >7 eV, they can cause their ionization.9 Both
electronically excited and ionized tin cages undergo facile Sn−
C bond cleavage.8 This is because the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital in the neutral molecule (singly occupied in
the ground state of the radical anion) has Sn−C σ*
antibonding character. In the case of ionization, an electron
is removed from the highest occupied molecular orbital, which
can be described as an Sn−C σ bonding orbital.31 Thus, in all
three cases, the Sn−C bond is significantly weakened.
Electrons with landing energies above the ionization energy

are expected to generate SEs in the bulk of the material. Yet,
the SE yield induced by incident electrons of different kinetic
energies, as well as the energy distribution of those SE, is not
known for TinOH (and most other materials). The fact that
the densification observed for the whole Eland range of 4−36 eV
is rather similar (Figure 3a) while the SE emission coefficient
in EELS increases is intriguing. We speculate that this
phenomenon might be related to similar mean free paths/
penetration depths of the incident electrons in this energy
range. The conversion of the full thickness into an insoluble
material is evidenced by the fact that the exposed areas remain
after development. Yet, the exposure to LEEs might lead to a
gradient of the film chemical conversion from top to bottom as
a result of the short mean free paths of the incident electrons.46

Unfortunately, the penetration depths/mean free paths of
electrons in such low energy range in a complex material such
as TinOH are not known and cannot be determined with the
present experiments. Therefore, the exact reason for the lack of
energy dependence in the compression in the studied Eland
range remains uncertain.
From the exposed area (30 μm2) and the difference between

the initial thickness of A (20 nm) and the thickness of
unreacted A (as calculated in Figure 5a), we calculated the
volume of converted A over dose. Together with the film
density (from the crystal structure, 1.84 g/cm3),27 the TinOH
molecular weight (2468.5 g/mol), and electron dose, we can
then calculate the number of electrons needed per molecule in
average to induce a solubility change as a function of electron
energy (Figure 5b). Initially, less than 10 electrons per
molecule are required regardless of the energy in the 2−23.6
eV range. This number is in agreement with the number of SE
involved in the solubility switch of the material when EUV
photons are used, as estimated from previous works in the
literature. From the EUV photon dose to render a 40 nm
TinOH layer insoluble (D100 = 50 mJ/cm2)29 mentioned
above, it can be estimated that an average of 0.6 EUV photons
are absorbed per molecule to yield the insoluble product B.
Moreover, although an experimental value for total electron

yield per absorbed photon in TinOH has not been reported,
for a very similar resist material photoelectron emission
experiments indicated a yield of 2.3 SE per absorbed EUV
photon,20 whereas a theoretical model proposed 8 SE
generated per absorbed photon.21 The combination of these
estimations suggests that an average of 1.4 to 4.8 electrons per
molecule could yield the insoluble network, which is within the
range of our results.
Similarly, by dividing the reacted volume by the number of

electrons, an average reacted volume per incident electron can
be estimated (Figure 5b). The maximum obtained reaction
volume per electron is 0.15 nm3. However, this number is only
a lower bound because the full film is converted already for the
lowest doses studied in the present work.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Exposure experiments with a LEE microscope on Sn-based
EUV resists, tin-oxo cages, allowed us to study the energy and
doses of LEEs that are required to render a solubility switch in
this material. In situ EELS proved essential to accurately
determine the landing energy of the incident electrons on these
resist layers. Ex situ AFM analysis of the exposed samples
before and after a development process shows that electron
exposure yields an insoluble material denser than the original
resist and prolonged exposure leads to further densification.
This behavior is in agreement with sequential reactions
induced by electron irradiation that we simplify as an A →
B → C reaction model, resulting from carbon loss and cross-
linking of the SnOx inorganic fragments. Thus, B represents an
insoluble mixture of units cross-linked in low degree, and C
represents the subsequent formation of a more densified
network. Remarkably, electrons with energies as low as 1.2 eV
can induce noticeable chemical changes in the resists.
Furthermore, it was estimated that fewer than 10 electrons
of 2−38 eV per molecule are necessary to render the solubility
switch, which corresponds to an average reaction volume of
0.15 nm3 per electron. The present work uses an
unprecedented approach to evidence how crucial electrons of
very low energy are essential for the solubility switch of EUV
resists, even in low amounts. The insights gained in this
investigation are of great value to the understanding of how
inorganic EUV resists operate in lithographic applications.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Deposition of the EUV Photoresist. 6.5 × 6.5 mm2 piranha

base-cleaned boron-doped Si substrates (p-type) are used for the
preparation of photoresist thin films. The TinOH material28,29,47 is
dissolved in toluene (7.5 mg/mL). Solutions were filtered (0.25 μm
polytetrafluoroethylene) right before spin coating. TinOH thin films
were obtained by spin coating (acceleration 750 rpm/s, spinning
speed 2000 rpm, spinning time 45 s). The thickness of the resulting
films was 20 nm, as determined by AFM.

LEE Microscopy. All LEEM/EELS experiments and exposures of
photoresist to LEEs were performed using the aberration-corrected
ESCHER LEEM experimental setup (Leiden University) based on a
commercial LEEM SPECS P90 instrument design. Details about the
LEEM outline and the microscope capabilities can be found
elsewhere.33,34,36

The microscope was operated at an electron gun energy of 15 keV.
The emitted 15 keV electrons are slowed down to 0−40 eV energy
(E0) by negative biasing of the sample relative to the grounded
objective lens. Specularly reflected and SEs are extracted by this bias
field and leave the sample with no possibility of return.

Electron Landing Energy Measurement. Measurements of
Eland were performed in LEEM using EELS by recording the energy
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distribution of electrons emitted and/or reflected from the sample
upon exposure of the surface to a primary electron beam of well-
defined energy E0 and current density (I0). Upon interaction of the
primary electron beam with the photoresist surface, depending on the
E0 value, specularly reflected and/or SEs with energy Eland leave the
sample surface. After passing the electron optics system, beam
separators and electron mirror, the reflected and/or SE beam reach
the detector and the resulting image, representing an electron energy
distribution spectrum in (E, ky) space (see the Supporting
Information) is recorded using a microchannel plate array and a
CCD camera. All electron energy distribution spectra are corrected
for detector-induced artifacts by subtracting a dark count image, and
their intensity is normalized before further analysis.
Exposure to LEEs in LEEM. Exposure to electrons of well-

controlled energy, current density, and dose was performed using a
beam blanking system. For each single exposure, a value of E0 is
chosen in the 0−40 eV range. The E0 value was constant during each
single exposure. When the exposure was finished, the beam was
blanked and the sample was moved to a new unexposed position. The
procedure was repeated for each different value of E0. This approach
created a 2D array of exposed areas where one coordinate
corresponds to change of dose at constant E0, while the orthogonal
axis corresponds to changes of E0 at constant dose. After electron
exposure in LEEM and AFM analysis of the as-exposed sample, this
same sample is developed in 1:3 heptanone/water solution for 30 s.
The quality of the resulting patterns is checked using an optical
microscope.
Atomic Force Microscopy. The analysis of the sample

topography directly after exposure and after development was
performed using a commercial AFM instrument (Bruker). The
microscope is operated in tapping mode. AFM micrographs are
generated using commercial silicon and silicon nitride tips. Analysis of
AFM micrographs is performed using Gwyddion software.48

DFT Calculations. A model of TinOH was built starting from the
crystal structure.27 The isopropanol molecules were replaced by water
molecules to reduce the computational cost. The geometry of the
complex was optimized using the B3LYP hybrid functional with the
LANL2DZ effective core potential basis set using the Gaussian 16
program.49 The relatively small basis set was chosen in order to keep
the size of the calculations manageable, but we also found that the
structures obtained are in better agreement with experimental crystal
structures than those optimized using the larger Def2SVP basis set.
For better evaluation of the relative energies, we used single point
calculations with the Def2TZVP basis set (B3LYP/Def2TZVP//
LANL2DZ). Bond dissociation energies were corrected for the
differences in zero point vibrational energies (B3LYP/LANL2DZ).
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